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Interested in ordering anything on this list? 
Call us at 508-869-2371 or email publiclibrary@boylston-ma.gov 

(be sure to include your name and contact information) 
 

FICTION Genre Date 
 

Archer, Jeffrey Turn a Blind Eye Mystery 04/13 
 

Turn a Blind Eye is the third installment in the gripping story of Detective Inspector William Warwick, by the master storyteller and 
#1 New York Times bestselling author of the Clifton Chronicles. 
 

Bowen, Rhys The Venice Sketchbook Historical Fiction 04/13 
 

Caroline Grant is struggling to accept the end of her marriage when she receives an unexpected bequest. Her beloved great-aunt 
Lettie leaves her a sketchbook, three keys, and a final whisper ... Venice. ... 
 

Dray, Stephanie The Women of Chateau Lafayette Historical Fiction 03/30 
 

An epic saga from New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Dray based on the true story of an extraordinary castle in the heart 
of France and the remarkable women bound by its legacy. 
 

Dupee, Jennifer The Little French Bridal Shop Romance 03/09 
 

Is a lie of omission still a lie? Larisa Pearl didn't think so and it got her into a heap of trouble. 
 

Finlay, Alex Every Last Fear Thriller 03/02 
 

In one of the year’s most anticipated debut psychological thrillers, a family made infamous by a true crime documentary is found 
dead, leaving their surviving son to uncover the truth about their final days. 
 

Greenidge, Kaitlyn Libertie Historical Fiction 03/30 
 

The critically acclaimed and Whiting Award–winning author of We Love You, Charlie Freeman returns with Libertie, an 
unforgettable story about one young Black girl’s attempt to find a place where she can be fully, and only, herself. 
 

Hagberg, David Gambit Thriller 04/27 
 

An American billionaire and a Russian oligarch want Kirk McGarvey dead. First they send a South African assassin, and when Mac 
kills him, they commission a Canadian sniper for the kill. When Mac put him down, they hire a team of highly specialized Chinese 
killers called “Scorpions.” When Mac dispatches them, they send a squad of Russian special ops armed to the teeth with high-tech 
firepower. 
Mac's only chance of survival is to turn on the tables on the people behind this assassination conspiracy, that is, if he can find 
them. 
 

Hillerman, Anne Stargazer Fiction 04/13 
 

Murder, deception, Navajo tradition, and the stars collide in this enthralling entry in New York Times bestselling author Anne 
Hillerman’s Leaphorn, Chee & Manuelito series, set amid the beautiful landscape of the American Southwest. 
 

Jackson, Joshilyn Mother May I Suspense 04/06 
 

The New York Times bestselling author of the critically acclaimed Never Have I Ever returns with an even more addictive novel of 
domestic suspense in which a mother must decide how far she is willing to go to protect her child and the life she loves—an 
unforgettable tale of power, privilege, lies, revenge, and the choices we make, ones that transform our lives in unforeseen ways. 
 

Kelly, Martha Hall Sunflower Sisters Historical Fiction 03/30 
 

Martha Hall Kelly’s million-copy bestseller Lilac Girls introduced readers to Caroline Ferriday. Now, in Sunflower Sisters, Kelly tells 
the story of Ferriday’s ancestor Georgeanna Woolsey, a Union nurse during the Civil War whose calling leads her to cross paths 
with Jemma, a young enslaved girl who is sold off and conscripted into the army, and Anne-May Wilson, a Southern plantation 
mistress whose husband enlists. 
 

King, Stephen Later Thriller/Horror 03/02 
 

#1 bestselling author Stephen King returns with a brand-new novel about the secrets we keep buried and the cost of unearthing 
them. 
 

Kingsbury, Karen A Distant Shore Romance 04/27 
 

“Inspirational fiction superstar” (Publishers Weekly) and #1 New York Times bestselling author of life-changing fiction returns with 
this high-stakes love story of danger, passion, and faith. 
 

Mbue, Imbolo How Beautiful We Were Fiction 03/09 
 

A fearless young woman from a small African village starts a revolution against an American oil company in this sweeping, inspiring 
novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Behold the Dreamers. 



 

McLain, Paula When the Stars Go Dark Mystery 04/13 
 

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Paris Wife comes an atmospheric novel of intertwined destinies and heart-
wrenching suspense: A detective hiding away from the world. A series of disappearances that reach into her past. Can solving 
them help her heal? 
 

Monroe, Mary Mrs. Wiggins Historical Fiction 03/30 
 

New York Times bestselling author Mary Monroe returns to the Deep South Depression-era town of her scandalous Mama Ruby 
series, in this tale of a woman determined to have a respectable life--and she'll do anything to keep it... 
 

Nguyen, Viet Thanh  The Committed Thriller 03/02 
 

The sequel to The Sympathizer, which won the 2016 Pulitzer Prize in Fiction and went on to sell over a million copies 
worldwide, The Committed tells the story of “the man of two minds” as he comes as a refugee to France and turns his hand to 
capitalism. 
 

Penner, Sarah The Lost Apothecary Historical Fiction 03/02 
 

A forgotten history. A secret network of women. A legacy of poison and revenge. Welcome to The Lost Apothecary… 
 

Perry, Anne Death with a Double Edge Mystery 04/13 
 

Daniel Pitt’s investigation into his colleague’s murder leads him through London’s teeming underbelly to the suspicious dealings of 
one of England’s most influential shipbuilding magnates in a thrilling novel from New York Times bestselling author Anne Perry. 
 

Quinn, Kate The Rose Code Historical Fiction 03/09 
 

The New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of The Huntress and The Alice Network returns with another heart-stopping 
World War II story of three female code breakers at Bletchley Park and the spy they must root out after the war is over. 
 

Rosenberg, Joel C. The Beirut Protocol Thriller 03/09 
 

In The Beirut Protocol, the fourth installment of Rosenberg's gripping series, Marcus Ryker finds himself in the most dangerous 
situation he has ever faced--captured, brutalized, and dragged deep behind enemy lines. Should he wait to be rescued? Or try to 
escape? How? And what if his colleagues are too wounded to run? 
 

Rosenfelt, David Animal Instinct Mystery 04/06 
 

The K Team is back in the second installment in this spinoff series from bestselling author David Rosenfelt's beloved Andy 
Carpenter mysteries. 
 

Ross, Ann B. Miss Julia Happily Ever After Cozy Mystery 04/06 
 

The delightful final installment of the beloved and New York Times bestselling Miss Julia series. 
 

Sandford, John Ocean Prey Mystery/Thriller 04/13 
 

Fan-favorite heroes Lucas Davenport and Virgil Flowers join forces on a deadly maritime case in the remarkable new novel from 
#1 New York Times-bestselling author John Sandford. 
 

Smith, Wilbur Legacy of War Adventure Fiction 04/20 
 

The action-packed new book in the Courtney Series and the sequel to Courtney's War. 
 

Steel, Danielle Finding Ashley Fiction 04/27 
 

In this blockbuster novel from Danielle Steel, two estranged sisters get the chance to connect again and right the wrongs of the 
past. 
 

Thayne, RaeAnne The Path to Sunshine Cove Romance 03/30 
 

With the emotional pull of Debbie Macomber, Barbara Delinsky and Susan Wiggs, RaeAnne Thayne brings readers an uplifting, 
brand new story told with her trademark charm and heart. 
 

Ward, J. R. Lover Unveiled Paranormal Romance 04/20 
 

The #1 New York Times bestselling Black Dagger Brotherhood series returns with Sahvage, a powerful MMA fighter with a buried 
secret that can change the world of Caldwell forever. 
 

Whitaker, Chris We Begin at the End Thriller 03/02 
 

A police chief who never grew up and a girl who never had a childhood try to solve the murder of someone they love. 
 

White, Karen The Last Night in London Historical Fiction 04/20 
 

New York Times bestselling author Karen White weaves a captivating story of friendship, love, and betrayal that moves between 
war-torn London during the Blitz and the present day. 
 

Willig, Lauren Band of Sisters Historical Fiction 03/02 
 



A group of young women from Smith College risk their lives in France at the height of World War I in this sweeping novel based on 
a true story—a skillful blend of Call the Midwife and The Alice Network—from New York Times bestselling author Lauren Willig. 
 

NON-FICTION 
 

America's Test Kitchen The Ultimate Meal-Prep Cookbook Cookbook 03/02 
 

Turn meal prep aspirations into dinnertime reality. 1 short shopping list gets you 5 weeknight meals. 
 

De Laurentiis, Giada Eat Better, Feel Better Cookbook 03/16 
 

Giada De Laurentiis shares how her unique approach to wellness completely transformed her relationship with food—featuring 
100 recipes to boost gut health and immunity and nourish your mind, body, and spirit. 
 

Gorman, Amanda 
Winfrey, Oprah The Hill We Climb Poetry 03/30 
 

Amanda Gorman’s powerful and historic poem “The Hill We Climb,” read at President Joe Biden’s inauguration. 
 

Isaacson, Walter The Code Breaker Science/Genetics 03/09 
 

The bestselling author of Leonardo da Vinci and Steve Jobs returns with a gripping account of how Nobel Prize winner Jennifer 
Doudna and her colleagues launched a revolution that will allow us to cure diseases, fend off viruses, and have healthier babies. 
 

Lemon, Don This Is the Fire Social Justice 03/16 
 

In this ‘vital book for these times’ (Kirkus Reviews), Don Lemon brings his vast audience and experience as a reporter and a Black 
man to today’s most urgent question: How can we end racism in America in our lifetimes? 
 

Lepera, Dr. Nicole How to Do the Work Self-Help 03/09 
 

From Dr. Nicole LePera, creator of "the holistic psychologist"—the online phenomenon with more than two million Instagram 
followers—comes a revolutionary approach to healing that harnesses the power of the self to produce lasting change. 
 

Rodman, Liza 
Jordan, Jennifer The Babysitter True Crime 03/02 
 

A chilling true story—part memoir, part crime investigation—reminiscent of Ann Rule’s classic The Stranger Beside Me, about a 
little girl longing for love and how she found friendship with her charismatic babysitter—who was also a vicious serial killer. 
 

Sweig, Julia Lady Bird Johnson Biography 03/16 
 

A magisterial portrait of Lady Bird Johnson, and a major reevaluation of the profound yet underappreciated impact the First Lady's 
political instincts had on LBJ’s presidency. 
 

Zimmer, Carl Life's Edge Science 03/09 
 

We all assume we know what life is, but the more scientists learn about the living world--from protocells to brains, from zygotes to 
pandemic viruses--the harder they find it is to locate life's edge. Carl Zimmer investigates one of the biggest questions of all: What 
is life? 
 

DVDS Genre Rating Date 
 

Acasa, My Home Documentary N/A 04/06 
 

In the wilderness of the Bucharest Delta, nine children and their parents lived in perfect harmony with nature for 20 years until 
they are chased out and forced to adapt to life in the big city. 
 

Barb and Star go to Vista Del Mar Comedy PG-13 04/06 
 

Lifelong friends Barb and Star embark on the adventure of a lifetime when they decide to leave their small Midwestern town for 
the first time - ever. 
 

 


